6 Steps to Writing Job Descriptions
that Attract Great Candidates

Typical Hiring Processes are Fundamentally Broken
Most hiring processes start out badly and end worse. Every time you see a dull job description posted as
a job advertisement, the hiring process is already headed down the wrong path.
Job ads vividly illustrate the distance between employers and the people they want to hire. On one
side, employers offer interesting work, rewarding challenges, and unique cultures. On the other side,
candidates offer a rich and fascinating diversity of life experiences, personal motivations, and capabilities.
But in between them stands a dense jungle of imprecise and off-putting language.

If you step back, you can see that typical hiring processes are
fundamentally broken:
•

The aspects of work that are most appealing to candidates – the challenges, the
importance of the work, the success they might achieve – all get lost in the dull
job description. (Buried under language like, “Successful candidates must have the
proven ability to think strategically.”)

•

The aspects of each candidate that are most appealing to employers – their motivation and drive, their unique skills, and their ability to solve problems - all get lost
in the dull language of the resume. (Buried under candidates attempting to describe themselves in job description language, like “self-starter” or “team player.”)

Remarkably little of what is written in a typical job description or on a typical resume actually helps
to predict who would thrive in the job, nor what would make someone successful. Here is why the abstract language used in job descriptions is so ineffective.
The language used in typical job advertising actually prevents candidates from understanding the
job. That’s not only broken – it’s a self-inflicted wound. If you simply must maintain your official job descriptions in a particular format, go ahead and do that. But if you want to improve your recruiting results,
try a different format for the online job posting.
This step by step guide is your machete to clear a path through the jungle of vague language and
directly appeal to every candidate’s desire to find meaningful work. Direct, honest language allows
your future employees to better understand you, so you’ll receive twice as many qualified resumes
from each of your job postings (recognizing that no job advertisement will ever reach more than
about 20 percent of the available candidates in the job market).
Well-written position overviews do more than help you recruit effectively. They also communicate
your deepest cultural values, attracting the right people for the right reasons. They lead to long term
employee retention, engagement, and satisfaction. Writing a position overview provides an opportunity to consider the real business impact of the hire and the key factors that drive performance – laying
the foundation for successful performance management. Using this guide, in an hour or so, you
can improve your recruiting results, increase your employee retention, and enhance the future
performance of your new employees.
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6 Steps to Crafting Effective Job Advertising
Step 1: Tell a Story
The modern era bombards us with information. And yet, great stories continue to rise above the
fray. We respond to them, almost instinctively. And the most persuasive narratives move people into
action. Think of the last really great story you read or watched. Now think of the last great business
document you read. Which was more memorable?
A great job ad tells a story.
First, understand your audience. Who do you want to attract, and what is the context in which
your story will appear? Understand how your reader will first see your job. If you are posting a job
ad, go read ten advertisements for a job like yours. Not much fun, is it? Can you articulate what
distinguishes one job from another? The answer is probably no, and that’s understandable. Most
job ads are repurposed job descriptions, comprised of the same bland phrases, and using the
same kind of stilted, off-putting language. Even the list of responsibilities can look the same from
job to job. Yes, job descriptions serve a valid legal purpose. But let’s agree that it’s a bad idea to
have your legal department write your ad copy.
Can you imagine Apple announcing their latest breakthrough invention by having a lawyer read their
patent application? Posting a job description as your job ad is just like that.
Your job ad should be appealing – it should tell a story that places your reader at the center of the
action. In reading your job ad, your ideal candidate should vividly imagine themselves doing the job.
Which phrase do you find more appealing?
•

“The successful candidate will demonstrate the proven ability to move mountains.”

•

“Working here, you will move mountains.”

The first bullet uses typical job description language, which signals your distrust of their capabilities.
The second bullet demonstrates your belief in their abilities. What does that simple change communicate about your culture?
Likewise, the first bullet distances your reader from the
action; the second immerses them in it. Which ad is
more likely to be attractive to someone eager to make an impact?
Would you prefer to talk to a lawyer or go to the movies? If you want to attract top
performers, don’t use legal phrases; instead tell a story that plays a movie in the
mind of your ideal candidate. Make them the action hero, moving mountains and
accomplishing important things.
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Step 2: Demonstrate Why the Work is Important
Candidates judge your opportunity partly on the strength and clarity of your message, and partly on
how important the job is to you. So if you have not thought much about the job ad, candidates will also
assume you have not thought much about the job.
Your job ad not only communicates your performance expectations, it also telegraphs your culture
and the value of the work. Intentionally or not, the tone of your ad conveys quite a bit about your culture. Are you serious and committed? Playful and creative? Determined and precise? Or are you dull
and unimaginative?
You build trust with candidates with language that’s tangible and unambiguous. You lose trust with
language that’s imprecise or debatable. Sadly, most job ads are littered with undefined attributes and
sorely lacking in examples. This violates the first rule of persuasion – demonstrate, don’t explain.
•

Don’t explain that you need a CEO with “strategic vision,” “global perspective,” and
“adaptability.” Demonstrate why: “Half of our sales growth last year was in international
markets. In this role you will formulate our expansion strategy in light of recent changes in
international trade policy.”

•

Don’t explain that you need a nuclear arms negotiator with “strategic vision,” “global
perspective,” and “adaptability.” Demonstrate why: “Recent geopolitical developments
create the potential for increased weapons proliferation. In this role you will negotiate
treaties to contain that threat.”

It’s perfectly fine to include attributes in job descriptions. But as seen in the examples above, they only
become meaningful when you demonstrate why you need them. Once candidates understand your
context, they can see themselves in the attributes. Without context, attributes convey nothing; they
might as well be written in a foreign language.
Think of it this way: you are not just hiring people, you are hiring
their capabilities. Capabilities directly drive business outcomes,
and are tangible and unambiguous. By contrast, personal
attributes are imprecise and debatable. Your interviews
will be more productive when you think in terms of capabilities. Everyone involved in a hiring decision can determine whether a candidate is ready to handle specific
business situations. So instead of pointlessly debating
whether a candidate has “strategic vision,” your time is
better spent discussing whether a candidate is capable
of formulating your international expansion strategy, or
negotiating your nuclear arms treaty. (Here is a good way
to evaluate capabilities.)
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Step 3: Be Specific About Your Expectations
People want to know what results you expect them to achieve. Top performers are drawn to challenge.
They have a powerful need for their work to be important. Will their work affect ten people…or ten
thousand? Will their work save a life, support others, create a breakthrough product, increase sales?
Be specific. People are motivated by very different kinds of achievement, but all top performers – the
A+ students of the professional world – want to know precisely how they will be graded. They want
to understand how your work environment will enable them to do the best work of their lives.
So to attract the most achievement-oriented people, your expectations need to be clear and specific.
Imagine yourself a year from today, sitting across the table at your new hire’s first performance
review. Can you answer these questions?

•

What business results did they need to achieve over the previous year for you to be
thrilled with their performance?

•
•

What challenges did they overcome?
How did you measure success through the year, so you both knew you were on track?

These are the tough questions a hiring manager needs to answer to properly clarify expectations, but
not every hiring manager can do it. If you are assisting someone with a search, here are a few signs
that the hiring manager doesn’t entirely understand a position:

•

Relying on vague generalities in describing the job. Using abstract language instead of tangible examples of the work, in plain language.

•

No hard metrics to tell whether the job is done well. No way to gauge job performance – no
dashboard, no checkpoints, no indicators.

•

A reliance on the credentials someone must have (e.g., “10 years of industry experience
and an MBA”) instead of the capabilities someone needs (e.g., “the ability to analyze and
find solutions to this type of problem”).

Top performers do not gravitate to jobs where their performance is judged subjectively. It’s critical to describe what is difficult about the
job, what is intrinsically rewarding about the job, and
what is most important versus what takes most of
the time.
Small organizations are filled with one-of-a-kind jobs. Departments are often small, responsibilities large, and only a few
people in the organization truly understand each job. So if nobody really understands a position, how can you reduce your
risk of hiring the wrong person? Here are a few tips for that situation.
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Step 4: Prioritize What is Most Important
Once you define the level of performance expected from your new hire, it is time to prioritize. Which
capabilities and experience are most important in driving performance? With most jobs, only a handful of factors are critically important, and most other factors are only “nice to have.” (Experience handling international mergers might be imperative, but an MBA is usually not.)
Make it your goal to methodically expand the universe of candidates you might consider. Competition
between highly qualified candidates raises hiring standards and increases the quality of your hires.
Many hiring managers have this concept exactly backwards:

•

In trying to be selective, managers do the very thing that reduces selectivity: they include a long list of job requirements. But the more requirements listed, the less selective you can actually be. Many people will not apply to jobs if they are missing a listed
job requirement, resulting in fewer candidates to consider. Avoid this problem by narrowing your requirements to the truly important, and making everything else “preferred.”

•

In trying to find people who will hit the ground running, a long list of job requirements
only drags the hiring process to a crawl. Long lists eliminate most of the highly qualified
people who would want to grow into the job. When your requirements specify only
people who already hold a similar role, why would they want your job? Top performers
want career growth. Long requirement lists only slow the search and lead to a mediocre
candidate pool.

Think of it this way: The best way to attract top performers is to stop thinking about
what you want, and start thinking about what the ideal candidate wants:

•
•
•
•

What will the successful candidate find intrinsically rewarding about the job?
What is it about this job that is uniquely attractive for your organization right now?
What kinds of people tend to thrive in your organization?
What kinds of personal values make people fit in and stick around?

It’s important to remember that you are always locked in competition with other employers.
Ultimately, your success is determined by what you and your organization can offer, what a candidate can offer your organization, and
how you can work together to make great things happen. It’s like
you are in a tango dance competition. But you are not the judge…
you are a contestant.
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Step 5: Put it All Together
With Steps 1 – 4 complete, you are ready to write an effective position overview you can use in recruiting. The guidelines below are a suggestion – you will need to experiment
with the order of the information. Sometimes you might
lead with the story about the organization. Other times you
might lead with the story about the job.

The Overview:

•

The top 3 sentences of your ad get the most attention, so lead with the good stuff.
Perhaps a few sentences about who the organization is, what it does, and why it does
it. Or perhaps a few choice sentences about the importance of, or challenge inherent
in, the job.

•

Don’t forget a handful of hyperlinks. They help illuminate details, without making your
ads too long. And they facilitate curiosity, which helps to build interest in the position.
Don’t go overboard – 3 or 4 hyperlinks are about right.

•

Explain the context of the job: who they report to, who reports to them, who they will
interact with most often, annual revenue, number of employees, and anything else that
helps someone orient to the position.

•

Your performance expectations. Top performers are drawn to challenge.

Main Responsibilities:

•

Use personal, storytelling language, and share concrete details like numbers and facts
wherever possible. Example: “You will support a team of 28 people working in 4 states.”

•

Beyond duties and responsibilities, it’s best to illustrate what percent of time each component is expected to take in a typical day. (“30 percent of your day will be spent …”)

•

Avoid long lists, and keep the responsibilities in priority order, highlighting the most
important elements. Move less important tasks to a section called “Other Responsibilities.”

Qualifications:

•

Wanting the most qualified people is not the same as wanting people with the most qualifications. More years of experience or a more advanced degree do not necessarily predict
a great ability to deliver business results.

•

Typically only a handful of qualifications are “must haves.” If you don’t absolutely, positively need something, say the qualification is “preferred.” Otherwise, many highly-qualified
candidates will not apply to a job, because they don’t meet the specific qualifications
listed.
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What’s Attractive to the Right Candidate? :

•

This section is your chance to appeal to the top performers. It should demonstrate
your clear understanding of the position. Make it clear why it’s a good fit for some people, and why they might choose it over your competitors. (see step 4)

To Apply:

•

Make the application process as simple as possible, even if it means more work on your
end. If you make candidates jump through hoops to demonstrate commitment, busy
people will opt out, leaving you with mostly desperate candidates. You want the people
who have no time, because they are the ones who are hard at work somewhere else.
Don’t demand commitment from candidates until you’ve earned it. Let candidates use
the “easy apply” functionality built into every job board.

•

Internal title disclosure (optional: see step 6).

Inclusive Language About Diverse Work Environment:

•

As Maya Angelou wisely observed, in diversity there is beauty and there is strength. Put
out the welcome mat.

•

Consider this language: “We are committed to creating a diverse work environment
and proud to be an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive
consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, gender
identity or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics, disability, age, veteran status, or any other basis protected by law.”

•

Inclusive language is no mere legal formality. Considering people from a variety of backgrounds is the backbone of any intelligent recruiting strategy.

For examples of how this all comes together, visit www.staffingadvisors.com/jobs.
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Step 6: Pick the Right Title and Post in the Right Places
Five times as many people will read the title and organization name than will read the ad.
You have a split-second to capture someone’s attention. It doesn’t matter how great your ad is if no
one sees it.
Think about the title your reader will be using to search for jobs. The key is to use a title people expect
– not clever, obscure, or cutesy titles. Be skeptical of using titles like “Rockstar,” “Maven,” “Ninja,” or a title
that you’ve only seen in your organization. You might think that you are using a standard title, but titles
go in and out of fashion. And because titles vary with the size of the organization, your director level
position may appeal more to someone at the vice president level, or vice versa.
Determining the title people expect can be tricky. Look at other job ads to determine which job ads are
most like your position, and then use a similar title. If that is different than the title you use internally,
it’s perfectly fine. Just disclose the difference in the ad. Make a note near your “To Apply” section stating,
“Please note that the internal title for this position is [Assistant Vice President].”
When it’s time to post your ad, let Google point the way. Seventy-three percent of job seekers start
their search with Google, not a specific job board. So if you want your ad to get maximum visibility,
follow their lead. Search Google for the job title and your city name. Then post your ad wherever
Google is sending the candidates.

Conclusion
Job search is frustrating for even the best of candidates. Your ideal next hire is
probably busy achieving great things for their current employer. Set the tone for
your new business relationship by being approachable and respectful of their
time. Clear a path to your front door and put out the welcome mat by writing
a nice job ad. Then treat candidates respectfully in the interview process.
Before you know it, your new employees will be hard at work, helping you
achieve all those clearly defined goals you laid out.
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